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there are many ways to choose what's important to you. whether its data,
documents or household objects, ashampoo photo commander 16 makes

organizing the things you care about easy! say youre not always in the mood
to play with your photos or videos? then turn it into a slideshow or a slideshow
of your photos and videos! with a single click, you can create complete photo
albums, create instant photo cards or simply browse your photo library with a
few simple clicks - ashampoo photo commander 16 makes it easy for anyone.
manage multiple online accounts, accounts for 1password, lastpass and other
password managers, internet explorer (firefox, opera) tabs, bookmarks, saved
passwords and more with lastpass manager. with ashampoo webmanager, it’s

easy to have everything you need when and where you need it! just a few
clicks and youre free to enjoy your online life. the smartphone that balances
your life. from one to unlimited mail accounts, the o!pad i-range isn't just a
great smartphone, its a smartphone designed for your entire life. countless
contacts, addresses, bills, bank accounts and other essential data live in the

cloud on your i-range. bookmark them, synchronize them across all your
devices and access them securely anytime, anywhere. the o!pad i-range

features the latest android 7.0 nougat os with google play, loads applications
faster and more efficiently, and offers great compatibility with popular apps,
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games, and media. its impressively intuitive interface is the result of a lot of
hard work. the new ashampoo photo commander 16 is intuitive and user-

friendly, which helps users get maximum fun out of their photos. it works in
the background so that you can take your time and enjoy your favorite

functions without the usual distractions. so, get into your photography game.
ashampoo photo commander will show you the way!
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smooth cropping with gestures get into your rhythm with the new sliding
gesture function. ashampoo photo commander 16 will crop images for you

with a single tap. the function also supports drag&drop of images and folders
from your computer or online photos, so you can use the app on your usb stick

or nas for convenient offline use. vast user experience: mouse-free and
keyboard-free the latest version of ashampoo photo commander features

modern and intuitive user interfaces. youll find easy access to all functions and
a comprehensive set of features in just a few clicks. work with people who are
accustomed to using windows 7 and youll be pleasantly surprised by how good

it feels to work without the mouse or keyboard. gestures: drawing the line
between simplicity and power drawing and editing is fun and intuitive. the new
gesture feature makes it possible to edit and optimize images from any angle
and quickly run through the process without using the mouse or keyboard. the
feature also makes it easy to switch between the front and rear camera and

even create zoom shots using gestures. the perfect black-white correction tool
with additional modes the built-in black-white correction tool analyzes your

pictures automatically and enhances highlights and shadows for natural
looking images. this is particularly useful when the effect is off, which often

happens when you print photos. bring order to your files and folders faced with
a large amount of digital photo files and with a large amount of memory on

your computer? life is never boring when you have to sort photos from newly
acquired to old and forgotten files. ashampoo photo manager lite lets you

organize them accordingly. only the best and most recent pictures get shown
on-screen in a single window, while older files remain stored in folders and

subfolders for years to come. 5ec8ef588b
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